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We, as foreign language teachers must be especially sensitive to the writing tasks we ask our students to do. 
These tasks should be appropriate to the level of our students and related to their interest. 
Writing skills should be introduced after oral skills, and should be taught in a guided way. we should start 
with words, then sentences and finally texts when introducing writing. 
1. The process for teaching word spelling follows three stages 
a) In the stage of  word recognition activities, the students notice the number of letters in the words and 
make a mental picture of words. 
Some possible techniques are activities and games such as "matching pictures with words", "hangman" and 
"word squares". They are quite useful, as students are given the word with the correct spelling. After having 
worked with words we can try "ordering sentences" or short paragraphs. 
b) Later on, the pupils will think about the spelling of words by themselves in the practice activities stage. 
With this kind of activities we not only pretend to consolidate the learning of the elements which the pupils 
acquired orally, but we also aim to show the pupils how to express by writing. Students will make 
crosswords, shopping lists, classify items or complete texts, or use a series of pictures to express their ideas 
by writing a short text following a model. 
c) In the last stage, we will improve our pupils self-evaluation and strategies to check spelling by means of 
creating personal dictionaries, or picture dictionaries. Another strategy can be to write the most common 
errors in a place where everyone can see them. 
2.  Student's written productions 
Once students are familiar with spelling, we must encourage them to write different types of texts. Bearing 
in mind their interests, age and linguistic skills.  
When students write for themselves, they will produce shopping lists, addresses, notes, diaries... 
In some cases students will have to write to maintain social relationships. Therefore they will produce 
invitations, letters, e-mails, cards, seasonal greetings... 
Finally they also enjoy writing for entertaining. They will produce songs, language games, rhymes, jokes, 
riddles...  
As far as applications of written productions in the different cycles of Primary Education is concerned, we 
must keep in mind that:  
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a) In 1st cycle, pupils will hardly ever be asked to write. They have to recognize some written words or 
expressions. 
b) In the 2nd cycle they start writing simple sentences copying from a model. They must learn the 
structures and vocabulary orally first and then in written form. 
c) In the 3rd cycle, learners write different types of short text: a postcard, an email, conversations... The 




Following a communicative and learner centred approach, written activities should: 
 make pupils think 
 solve some kind of problem 
 be enjoyable 
 entertain 
 communicate something 
 and supply direct utility. 
3. Correcting students written work 
As students written productions are a permanent medium, they need correctness. When we find something 
wrong in a piece of written work, we must decide whether it is a mistake or an error. 
Mistakes occur when the student knows the rule but has temporary forgotten it. 
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Errors occur when the student does something he is not yet capable of doing. 
When dealing with spelling mistakes, it is vital to take into account that we can not correct all mistakes at 
once. Students develop their own process following Vigotsky´s zone of proximal development. 
Some strategies that we can use with lower level students are following on a selected area for example key 
vocabulary spelling correction for students in the first cycle. 
With higher levels we might underline the mistakes and use some symbols to indicate the type of mistake so 
the students correct themselves. We could write an "S" for a spelling mistake, a "P" for a punctuation mistake 
or a "G" to indicate a grammar mistake. 
If we consider that there are many students in a class who make a mistake, a whole-class explanation will be 
very useful. 
I consider essential to pay attention to diversity because in the same class there are some pupils who need a 
second explanation or more practice to learn the new knowledge. 
Finally, I consider that the best strategy to improve writing and orthography is reading. It is a good idea to 
have an attractive English library corner in the class and let students take books home or just read them in the 
class. 
CONCLUSION 
I will highlight that learning English spelling is very difficult for our learners, because of the gap between 
written and spoken code, it is something that does not happen in our language.  
That's why we have to put special emphasis on the teaching of these aspects. Because we cannot forget that 
the main aim in foreign language area is to develop in our students communicative competence, and it requires 
the learning of the four linguistic skills and oral interaction.  ● 
 
 
